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Abstract: 
 
This U.S-Brazil collaboration investigates a basic yet unanswered question in Earth system and global 
carbon cycle science: what controls the response of photosynthesis in Amazon tropical forests to 
seasonal variations in climate? This question, despite its apparent simplicity, is the subject of an ongoing 
scientific puzzle that has so far been remarkably difficult to solve with confidence.  For example, 
seasonal patterns of photosynthesis simulated by several state-of-the-art, computer-based models of the 
Earth system disagree with seasonal patterns seen in vegetation “greenness” recorded by Earth-
observing satellites, and with measurements of ecosystem-atmosphere carbon dioxide exchange at 
monitoring sites in the central Amazon.  The project is designed to resolve these disagreements by 
developing new knowledge and deeper understanding of seasonal climate-photosynthesis relations in 
tropical forests of the Brazilian Amazon, across a gradient of dry season length between Manaus (with a 
short dry season) and Santarem (with a long dry season).  We use intensive field campaigns to measure 
physiological and ecohydrologic properties of leaves and trees, innovative remote sensing instruments to 
monitor forest optical properties and the effects of clouds and smoke on solar radiation, and 
photosynthesis modeling that accounts for 3-dimensional variation in the forest structure and light 
environment to guide improvements in the treatment of tropical forest photosynthesis in Earth system 
models, and help establish a foundation for the planned Next Generation Ecosystem Experiments 
(NGEE) in the Tropics.  Our initial findings suggest that biological factors, specifically the canopy-scale 
composite of leaf ontogeny (age-dependent physiology) and demography (the distribution of age across 
different cohorts of leaves) can successfully reconcile disparate patterns of central Amazon forest 
seasonality observed from eddy flux towers and satellites.  Our related, preliminary findings provide 
additional insights on what regulates the seasonality of photosynthetic metabolism in tropical forests by 
illustrating tree-to-patch-scale relationships between growth, water flow, and the hydraulic state of the 
canopy.  
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